- A gripping romantic urban fantasy about ancient magical clans, an enduring prophecy, and a delightful heroine against the venerable backdrop of London
- Volume 2, Clans of London – Fateful Magic will be published in spring 2020

CONTENT

Unbeknownst to humans, the two witches’ clans the Merlins and the Morgans have lived in London in tense rivalry for centuries. Both are terrified by an ancient prophecy that Merlin predicted: one day, a child of both clans will provoke the demise of one of them.

Seventeen-year-old Caroline knows nothing about this prophecy. In fact, until she meets the charming but reckless Ash, she doesn’t even know that witches and wizards actually exist. Ash reveals that Caroline herself is a witch. Since Caroline is – supposedly – an orphan, her magical powers were apparently never activated. Instead, so far her gift has resulted in exceptionally fast reflexes, potent migraine attacks, and bizarre visions. The fact that her magic wasn’t activated turns out to be a deadly oversight. When Ash and Caroline seek the advice of a master wizard, he tells them that the pent-up magic will tear Caroline apart if it isn’t activated before her eighteenth birthday. Caroline has just two weeks until her birthday. Because magic items from her parents are required for the activation ceremony, Caroline and Ash set off on a life-or-death search for Caroline’s origins. They get some help from 19-year-old Henri, who belongs to a clan of voodoo magicians also based in London. But the more Caroline is drawn into the world of witches and wizards, the less certain she is about who she can trust. Someone wants to prevent Caroline's magic from being activated, at any cost.

Caroline feels inexorably drawn to Ash, even against her will. Then she learns that he belongs to the Morgan Clan. Is Ash truly there to help Caroline? Or is he there because the witches’ clan sent him to destroy her life? Caroline is torn between what her head advises her and what her heart whispers. And in the meantime, the magic seethes inside her like lava in a volcano – ready to burst forth in a violent explosion at any moment...
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